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Trying to draw a good anime/comic picture? This tips can help.
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Wanna your drawing gets good? I can give you the tips. But i'm not sure this tips can help you or not.

The first step, you got to do is choose a character that you want to draw. I recommend draw character
such as
Doreamon, Kero, Pokemon, and any character from the cute animals. You guys may say, why I must
draw cute
animal instead of people in anime/comic? That's because cute animals can help you draw very easy.
You also
can create your own cute animals and show to your friends.

The second step, if you really good on cute animal, why don't you try advance character such as Sonic,
Digimon,
or Disney character. This one can help you draw almost like human. Practice up, until you you satisfy
your picture.

The third step. I think you love this. Now you are really expert on drawing! This stage you can start draw
the
popular anime/comic such as Naruto, Inuyasha, Fullmetal Alchemist, Bleach and others. You can also
draw
character from game. This stage really the people like most.

The final step is you can create your own character. Actually this one can put on the third stage but
depand on you
if you want to follow the step or not. You can create you own character by your knowledge at previous
stage. Mostly
on third stage and others you can refer from magazines.

That's all for the tips. I hope this tips can help you a lot. Any recommendation just send to me. I will
update for
advance drawing tips soon.
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